Dear Madam, Sir, et al.
The staff and editorial team of Piranha would like to
express their sincerest apologies for the content of the
November Issue of Piranha!, Trinity College Dublin's
satirical magazine. We now acknowledge that material
included in the magazine was both offensive and insulting.
We accept complete responsibility for the magnitude of
falsehoods and the degrading nature of the magazine's
features, reviews and opinion pieces. The reaction this
issue provoked from college staff and students was in
retrospect both reasonable and understated. The
numerous complaints directed both at college in general
and at the magazine in particular are the sole
responsibility of the Piranha staff and editors. We realise
that many of the articles included in this issue stretched
both the ethical and legal bounds of taste and decency,
and should never have been written much less published.
Piranha would also like to take this opportunity to express
our apologies to the numerous special interest groups and
vulnerable individuals offended.
Signed,

Andrew Booth,
(Editor Piranha!)
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From the Throne...
We

stan d h er e, jowls r ipplin g in th e win ds of

ch an ge. Th er e is a n ame on th at win d, car r ied fier ce
acr oss th e Atlan tic, makin g us r eevaluate all ar oun d
us. R ecession th e win d squeals an d we sh iver . I t will be
a cold win ter , by all accoun ts.

Well

n ear ly all accoun ts. We h er e in th e

decaden t bliss of Pir an h a HQ ar e r ath er lookin g
for war d to th is. Th e poor will h ar dly be able to affor d
br ead n ever min d education an d th e ambitious will all
fuck off to wh er ever th e jobs ar e, leavin g Tr in ity th at
wh ich it was always mean t to be: a playgr oun d for th e
feckless r ich . I f th er e ar e n o suitably h igh ly paid jobs
wh en we'r e don e th en we'll all do Psych oan alytic
Studies master s, an d h er oin .

An d

so, with th e r e- in tr oduction of f ees to

studen ts an d pov er ty to th e masses, h er e comes
Pir an h a, I r elan d’s on ly magazin e. I n th is, th e fir st
issue of th e year , we will be discussin g
some of its favour ite th in gs: Pubs, Tea,
Cen sor sh ip, Ger r y R yan , Sar ah Palin ,
An al & Death .

En joy...
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WORLD NEWS: BIG NEWS: GLOBAL NEWS: SPHERICAL

THE DEATH OF A SALESMAN

BY: Nathan Ed Williams-Yorker

America and the world weep tonight

and into the future for the loss of its great
Anarcho-Cynicalist hope. Following the
assassination of President Elect Barak
Hussain Obama, at some point in late
November of this year, the world will have
been rocked to its very foundation. The dark
heart of America's terrible love affair with
political violence will have been rudely
uncovered once more. The tragic passing of
Sen. Obama is already a seminal event months
before it will happen, one that we can now
look back on thinking, "I will remember
exactly where I was when he will be
assassinated".

DEAD
Many of Obama's bitterest rivals
will have came to pay homage. Sen. Clinton,
embittered white guy Sen. McCain and wild
eyed loon Gov. Palin will have been joined by
many thousands of mourners from the worlds
of politics, basketball and show-business. The
Hilderbeast will have been expressing her
condolences to the soon to be widowed
Michelle, and Obama's two beautiful
daughters, harrowing in their innocence and
loss. Sen. Clinton has already expressed her
shock at the killing, "It will be tragic to see a
young man cut down in the prime of his life,
just as he was about to reach the pinnacle of
my political ambitions".

UNCLE
A lone trumpeter will play Say It
Loud - I'm Black and I'm Proud by James
Brown on a cold November morning, the frost
still on the grass and headstones of Rosehill
Cemetery, the breath of the mourners
steaming the air, as the Marines who will
never now know him as Commander in Chief
fire out a salute across the clear Chicago sky.

Earlier, Elton John and Ludacris will have
played a moving tribute to the soon to be dead
Presidential hopeful, the Peoples Prince, to
the congregation gathered in the Trinity
United MegaChurch of Christ, and to the
many millions watching on large temporarily
screens in the public parks across America.
The event will be blighted by a slue of bomb
threats phoned in by enraged lone gunmen,
furious at having missed the boat. There will
be race riots in the majority of America's
black population centers; Philadelphia, The
Wire, Oz and The Cosby Show with Bill
Cosby.

TOM
It will have been important now to
look back (at the future) with the benefit of
hindsight to examine how this event may be
viewed by later generations, and ourselves,
when it occurs. Is Sen. Obama's death simply
too obvious to be truly tragic? Does the whole
event have the suspicious hipness of cheep
cliche? Will we can feel the invisible hand of
the Disneyifcation of History? It is, perhaps,
time to see Sen. Obama's future demise as
what is surely will be: a tragedy for his family
certainly, but perhaps utterly without significance for everyone else. Its not as if he would
have acted any differently had he taken office.
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NEWS: INTERNATIONAL NEWS: TRANSNATIONAL NEWS

DAD of the YEAR

The Piranha! 2008 Father of the Year prize goes to Josef Fritzl.
Congradulations Mr. Fritzl.
After all, can any man be said to have loved his own daughter more
completely or more frequently? Fritzel spend years constructing a secure,
private and fully furnished apartment for his little girl. He helped support
her numerous intellectually and physically disabled children she was
unmarried, and tucked her into bed each night, well into her forties.
Elisabeth Fritzel never worked a day in her life. A scab, she gave nothing
back to her family or her nation. Her father, a talented painter, decorator,
spelunker and a famous lover, gave her everything - asking nothing in
return. It s quite clear that she only went to the police because Fritzl was
growing too old to meet her increasingly bizarre demands. Elisabeth is a
national embarrassement in her native Austria. Questioned by Piranha! the
girl espressed little shame at her brazen humiliation of Poppa Fritzl - a
remarkably loving father and grandfather/father.
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WORLD NEWS: BIG NEWS: GLOBAL NEWS: SPHERICAL

The Alaskan Aristocrats

S o John McCain is sat there in the office weighing up the relative merits of

Romney and Lieberman as running mates for the 2008 ticket, when in walks
Rove. He's got this big shit-eating grin on him and an erection.
"John, you gotta see this - you're going to love it."
And then there's this smell - like a thick warm musk of rotting leaves and
shit - just wafts in from the corridor. So McCain looks at Rove, who's grinning like a
Sufi and says...
"The fuck is this Karl?"
"It’s the future of the Grand Old Party, the future."

A

nd so this smell gets stronger, filling the room, and in walks this family.
They're the real all-American cliche, Mom and Dad, five kids. There's the boy near
twenty, proud in his marine uniform, a girl a bit younger with a small bump o'child, a
girl just hitting puberty and another maybe seven, and finally in stumbles this baby,
barely able to function, a Down’s case for sure. And they stand there, smiling. Rove
nods, mom winks to the family and all hell breaks loose. Mom bows to McCain, keeps
bending over, until her head is between her knees and McCain has to lean forward to
see what she's at, and she just lets go with this stream of piss, all over her own face.
The eldest boy grabs the two younger girls and smashes their faces together, really
crunching them and they're knocked out, features all blood and teeth and they fall back
onto the carpet. Dad, a tall guy with dark hair, grabs his eldest daughter and starts to
lick her face, tonguing her neck, her back and, after cutting her jeans off, her ass. She
starts to moan, then she's singing some Dixieland crap, really hollering as her dad
mouth-fucks her anus, and the retard baby just sits there, face distant, eyes wrong,
stinking.

T

he eldest son is naked, ignoring his younger siblings, rubbing his anus along
the carpet like a dog with worms. Dad catches him with a round house kick to the face,
knocking him cold. Dad stops reaming the girl, wipes his teeth with his tongue and
starts to dick his unconscious kids, all three of them; the war hero son, the little seven
year old and the tween, just fucking them every which way as their eyes roll back and
mouths bleed. And the retard baby just sits there, blank and distant, the smell
overpowering.
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S

o mom finishes unloading her bladder - her face and
hair slick with the stuff - and turns on the
poor neglected pregnant girl. She spits on
her fist and rams it up the girl’s cunt,
punching the unborn baby right in the face.
Then her hand turns, claw-like and latches
onto the baby’s head, and starts to rip it
out of the womb. There's blood and
amniotic fluid everywhere and the girl
starts to shit herself with pain and
arousal. So the little ball of flesh is about
half way clear of her vajayjay when dad
pushes mom out of the way and starts
dicking the foetus. Mom turns on the
unconscious kids, throwing handfuls of
shit and piss at them, kicking them,
literally frothing at the mouth, ranting
and screaming, and dad begins to
cum, firing hot jets of fuck-jam over
his kid and her mistake.

F

inally Mom’s rage subsides
and she turns to the Down’s baby, fixing it with a stare. The
smell off the thing is horrific, mixing in with the stink of piss
and shit and blood in the room, this vile odour of rotted meat and
moss, and she bends down and picks it up, cooing and kissing it
softly on its wildly distended forehead. And everyone is silent,
the kids start to come out of their stupor, smiling out of their
broken faces. Rove smiles and lights a Cuban. McCain stares at
them all, wide eyed,
"So, what the hell do you call that?"
Mom smiles and brushes her piss-soaked hair out of her eyes
with a shitty hand, says
"The Palins..."
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Tis the news to be sure to be sure

SUN EXCLUSIVE LIES SUN EXCLUSIVE LIES SUN EXCLUSIVE LIES SUN EXCLUSIVE LIES SUN

MY RYAN PISS HELL
by Shit O’Journo

A nun describes moment
Gerry Ryan beat her with
a billyclub and urinated on
her hair as "the scariest
thing I've ever had to
endure".
The
horrifying
attack
took place on the
North Circular Rd
last Wednesday eve,
Mentalist Nun Beater: Ryan
just as the night
drew in and the birds scattered to the
trees. Sister Jemima Puddleduck was walking home
from her work at the St Cubbins Day Centre, when
Mr Ryan, the beloved, lonely, Gerry Ryan Show host,
jumped from behind a bush where he had been
crouching in a state of high arousal.
"His

eyes,

his

cold

dead

eyes..."

Ryan knocked the old oul one to the pavement with a
swipe of his club, then set about beating her
ferociously. When challenged by passers-by the RTE
star turned on them, pulling his genitalia out and singing
a verse from the Micky Averlon classic 'My Dick'. He then
proceeded to urinate onto Sis. Jemima's long golden locks.
Mr Ryan refused to comment on the story directly,
with a lawyer issuing this statement a few hours later;
"Listen, I've had it with you proddy student dicks. If you
print this bollix I'll fucking sue your ass to the wall. Got
it? Anyway, that bitch nun was asking for it."

ANOTHER SUN “EXCLUSIVE”

GOD IS
BORED...

C

AND HEʼS GOING TO KILL US

ALL!
Mad cap deity God is at it again. Last
month he was seen in Thailand on a
bender of Winehouse proportions,
this month heʼs killing everyone for
FUN! His lunatic supporters claim it
always gets cold at this time of yearthe SUN says BALLS! This latest
insane rampage is killing MILLIONS
all over the GLOBE! He must be
STOPPED!!! ......................cont pg 96
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Dame St
Shooting
Gallery
Courts
Controversy
By Ronaldo Quinlan

Residents and business owners of
Dublin's thriving Dame St quarter are up
in arms over the recent arrival of a drug
rehabilitation and drop in center. The
building, located on one of Georgian
Dublin's most magnificent streets has
Cunts cunts cunts... Cont. pg 96
become a haven for bedraggled addicts,
whose soiled garments and uncommon
stench are creating a public eyesore. Trinity might enjoy the centers hospitality. Such drop in centers
staff and students have added their voices to the chorus
calling for the closure of the controversial development,
with staff close to the Junior Dean describing her quote
"outrage and disgust" at the embarrassment the drop in
center is bringing to the street. The center, part of a
popular united states initiative, begun in the notorious
Washington metropolis of Seattle, has strong connections
to the seedy and disreputable 'counter culture'. It's walls
are garish, daubed with large plastic signs and supposed
evidence of 'community initiatives' cynically engineered to
temper Dubliners’ understandable rage and disgust.
A spokesperson for the initiative described how “happy
and proud the company were to be bringing their unique
brand to a vital and culturally exciting city', adding insult to
injury by implying that typical Dublin
residents

claim that they reduce intravenous drug use, and promote
support and recovery for addicts. However, Piranha! has
learnt that rather than supplying harmless substitutes, the
new center in fact feeds the addicts their poison directly openly selling a wide variety of addictive 'treats' to the dead
eyed who queue for hours for their customised decadence.
Piranha! is, like all right thinking organisations, roundly
disgusted at the development.We are not however, prepared
merely to carp. The magazine has organised a large rally,
which will assemble at the campanile next Tuesday at 2pm,
and proceed to march to the very steps of this den of
inequity, this hovel of addiction, this nest of corruption, this
'Starbucks'. If you'd like to help us produce banners and tshirts in advance of the event, please come one come all to
our pre-protest preparation, on Monday night in West Coast
Coffee, just off Dawson Street. On the Right there.
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From the diary of Hego
November 5th, Year of my Lord, 2008
Woke up this morning, and looked over at Mrs Hego.
Her aches must have woken her again as she was moaning
terribly. She suffers horribly from a chronic pain in her upper
thighs and has a battery operated massager, which is the only
thing that offers her any relief. She is such a trooper she won't
even let me try to help, saying I have cold
dead hands! Good horse.
Later, after breakfast, I left my
massive free city-centre mansion to
get a bit of fresh air - these old
buildings with their art and
riches get so stuffy - and have
a wonder round my playbox.
Trinity looks beautiful at this
time of year.
I love roaming about, looking
down at the students. They really are
so silly and dirty! I do so much for
them, it's little wonder they stare at
me. It will be so much better when
they're all gone (2012 at the latest).
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Called in to Stokesy's
office for a quick chat,
to see if we could get the
student to Hego ratio
closer to naught to one.
She suggested we bring
back hanging Catholics,
but I thought that would only make us more popular with
the Brits. She, of course, reminded me of my oaths and I
said three "Hail Queen Lizzies" as penance, and a quick
prayer end of Independence. De Velera's failed experiment
will be over soon and we all get back to persecuting Cork
and sacrificing goats under the Campanile.
Still after a busy day wandering hither and tither, it
was back for a quick change and then off to some event or
another. So many banquets and so much
champagne - it's little wonder I'm getting a
bit pudge. But then, everything is so tiring
and I'm saturated in ennui. I really wouldn't
wish this life on anyone. But then, as I lay
down to sleep my wife's moans and her
blessed machine's buzzing seem like a
lullaby.
After all, tomorrow is another day...
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FEES
ME
BOLLIX

n a country such as ours, with comparatively few competitive advantages over our
Ineighbours
and competitors further away, education is vitally important. As the Minister
is fond of saying, ours is a knowledge based economy. Well, knowledge and Common
Agricultural Policy based. Despite this, the government have consistently underfunded the
driving force in this knowledge based economy - the universities. Even before the current
economic downturn reared its Putin-like head, Trinity was facing a massive funding
shortfall. This was due to a switch in the government mechanism for calculating financial
support - taking teaching quality out of the equation and shafting Trinity in the process.
With the balls up in the markets, the government has turned to underwriting - essentially
nationalizing - the Irish banking sector at huge risk to the taxpayer. To make up the
shortfall, they are again undercutting the education funding, and health and ....
And so Cowen acolyte and Minister for Education Batt O'Keefe starts to trot out the same
old spurious arguments in favour of third level fees: Students will earn more and therefore
ought to pay. Never mind that if they do become high earners they will end up paying
more anyway within our (rightly) progressive tax regime. Never mind that many many
students do not in the end make fuck tons of cash, many go into teaching, or VSO's or
heroin. Even the assumption that it is third level degrees that lead to greater earnings is
spurious, it could be that those who achieve in the education domain often have the drive
to earn fuck tons of money in the business world.
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So - what to do? We here in Piranha! take our responsibilities as the petri dish of
government and college policy very seriously (see next page for list of suggested cuts).
On a national level we need to look at taxation. Don't spend millions bailing out big
institutions. The whole reasons they pay giant wages is that they take on massive risk. The
government’s strategy has simply been to remove that risk. If a pensions fund manager
balls up the retirement of thousands of people then there should be some strong legal
mechanism for slapping the shit out of him.
Ireland's one major advantage globally is a incredibly low rate of corporate taxation. It’s
currently, at 12%, well below the European average, and is the reason companies like
Google have their European HQ here. This could rise somewhat - justifiably should rise and although the the multinationals will squeal Ireland will still be very competitive in this
respect. There is still an argument for adding a new higher tax bracket for those earning
over a couple of million a year and closing the tax loop holes - around farming and
property in particular - that allow millions to be hidden away from the tax man. Spending
on social housing, health and yes, education is not flushing money down the drain. To
use an old cliche, it's an investment in the future. We will all be richer and better off in
the long run. Fuck fees.
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cut
it
out

And so, with a massive funding short fall to
make up, Piranha! lifts the heavy mantle and
wields the axe; clearing away the brambles
and gristle, it's the Piranha! Guide to
Saving College Cash. So, get rid of this
lot:
The "Irish" Language
Come on lads, it’s been dead a long while.
The bizarre trotting out of Gaelic after GAA
games and at middle class baptisms is akin
to necrophilia. It’s gone. By admitting
this, college could save tons of money - a
department gone, all the translations gone,
and
the
costly
and
pernicious
Scéim
Chónaithe (Irish Accommodation) mercifully
gone.

Students Union
Abject useless fucking money drain that college spends a huge amount
of time and money ignoring. In order to ensure that our elected
representatives are powerless and impotent, college ties them up in
endless committees - each stuffed with members of staff, all of whom
need to be paid. Cut the pretense - college doesn't give a fiddler’s
shit what the union says or does, only five people would notice if
this flaccid parody of democracy was gone, and huge volumes of cash
would be saved.
Scholars
A gigantic waste of time and money, 'Schols' exists to fellate the
shriveled egos of a small minority of insecure social rejects who
need, crave, and yearn for public validation. As well as massaging
their twisted sense of self worth, college deigns to give them food
and shelter - out of our pockets. Roughly seventy of these freaks
and geeks are ennobled each year, each one another boil on the face
of Trinity. She used to be so pretty.
Drama
Like woodwork and baking, drama has no place in a serious third level
institution. Hego was verbally abused for his decision to cut an
acting course last year. The problem was, of course, not that it was
cut, but the absurd justification for it - lack of funds. While funds
are an issue, the main problem here is one of self respect. A
university that teaches drama is like a middle-aged man who plays
with trains.
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Fellows
Doddery olds who litter campus, flouncing around dribbling sherry and
soft cheese. Trinity only ever seems to offer the recognition of
Fellowship to lecturers just as they slip off into a bowel-loosening
second childhood. This can be as early as the early thirties in
Mathematicians, Philosophers and Theologians.
Administrative Services
If we imagine college to be a cake, with the students as a dry medical
sponge and the academics as delicious icing, then the administrative
services are the plate. They support the whole culinary structure.
However here the whole dish appears as a surrealist nightmare; a tiny
cup cake balanced in the middle of a colossal sliver platter that
stretches beyond the edges of vision.
Campus
In this shining world of Google machines and wikitruth, it is more
than a little decadent that college exists at all in a physical sense.
Trinity's main campus dominates the centre of Dublin, and is a gross
misuse of space and resources. Sell the bastard, we'd be able to clear
all the black holes that currently dot TCD's balance sheet and have
enough left to buy a new campus somewhere nice and warm. Like Tahiti.
Students
Much of the expense associated with the running of college can be
traced back to a single source - students. Get rid of these parasites.
They add nothing academically, are often physically repulsive and
there is something morally repugnant about their vampiric draining of
energy and resources. Get rid of them and you've got it cracked.
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GOiNG OUT WITH A BANG:

HOW TO LEAVE TRiNiTY iN STYLE
Plan A
Trinity Monday - Open up
with MP5s in Front Square
Assembled VIPs will fall to
your guns. Con - Low death
toll. Likely casualties <100

Plan B
Monday, Freshers Week - Series of
explosions at Nassau St entrance,
croquet pitch, Fellows Square and the
campanile, students must flee through
front arch. With your M249 machine
gun placed in Regent House, success
will be high. Likely Casualties >400.
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Perpetrators
The Loner: Execute acts by themselves, less surprises as they donʼt rely
on others.
The Duo: Execute acts in a pair, can cover more ground causing more of
an effect. United in pursuit of victory.
The perpetrators of these acts are brave, they take risks involving life and
death, like soldiers in Iraq. Valiantly making a difference in this world
should be nothing but inspirational. Controlling your own death is brave,
no matter how often misinterpreted.

Plan C
Last Pav Friday of the Year - Explosives
on Cricket Pitch and at critical escape paths.
Students will run towards Lincoln Gate bottle
neck. This will be the perfect killing ground.
Your M249 on the top of the Smurfit Institute
will not miss. Likely casualties >300
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COMING SOON FROM PIRANHA! PUBLISHING...
J ust in time for Christmas
comes
Cecelia
Aherns
brilliant
Comedy,

new
Romantic
‘Who’s
your

Daddy’, the sequel to her
acclaimed story, 'Got Here

Through Her Own Skill and
Talent.'
Sorcha is bubbly, brainy and
beautiful, but keeps meeting
pathetic
men
without
degrees in medicine or law.
Until that is, she meets
Fintin, a mysterious stranger
with an expensive suit and a
bottle of GHB. One of the
sweetest, shortest, cheapest
novels you'll read this year
by Cecilia Ahern.

Also Out
This season!!!
Slaaaaaaag
The
Autobiography of a Dublin
Madame. Read how she fell
from grace into a pit of dick.
"Times were tough, men were
rough, so I sold me muff." As
serialised in the Irish News on
Sunday in Ireland, the sick
and brutal truth of life as a
Slaaaaaaag. Throw away your
porn, you'll never need it
again.
All of our back catalogue can
now be ordered online at
www.piranhapress.com
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PRUDES PORN
PIG OUT
I

BY: A Concerned Reader

n September the sex shops of South inner city Dublin were raided by An Gardai Siochana. Officers
confiscated an estimated 8,000 pornographic DVD's from adult shops situated within the
jurisdiction of Pearse Street Garda station. Police were acting in the ill-defined area of censorship of
pornography in Ireland.
Under Irish law pornography is theoretically legal, so long as such films do not depict acts which are
illegal in the state. It is illegal to possess a DVD, film, photograph or "make use" of a website which
depicts such acts. However, while most European countries license sex-shops to sell adult movies,
Ireland does not.
According to the Video Recordings Act 1989, DVD's and videos are not legitimate until they have been
rated by the Irish Film Classification Office (IFCO), formerly known as the Irish Film Censor's Office.
The IFCO's role is to view films before release in the state, and award them an appropriate certificate.
The Video Recordings Act empowers the film censor to prohibit a video if, in his opinion, it contains
'obscene or indecent matter' which would tend to 'deprave or corrupt' persons viewing it.
However the IFCO charge a rate to certify films which is beyond the capacity of porn distributors to
pay. Thus, in a tortuous legal twist, films sold in 'adult stores' are deemed illegal by the Irish state not
because of their content, but because they have not been passed through the censor. According to the
Garda Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault Investigation Unit, cited in a 2006 report, "The laws
pertaining to Adult Pornography are viewed by An Garda Siochana as seriously out of date and
inadequate in the present climate and need to be reviewed."
Many see the porn business as a reality of the modern world, and one that should be outside the scope
of film censors. Shop owners are forced to bypass the censor's office because of the prohibitive cost of
certification . Pornographic movies are filmed on tight budgets, targeting fleeting popular taste, and
have a much shorter shelf life than conventional films. Distributors must constantly refresh their wares
in order to ensure continued sales. New charges introduced in 2004 have meant the cost of getting a
film classified cannot realistically be recouped on the profits from its sale. This state of affairs allows An
Gardai Siochana to make a great show of seizing 'illegal' pornographic films on an annual basis.
Confusion over the place of pornography in contemporary Ireland, and the authorities’
aggressive exploitation of this situation for political ends, are symptomatic of a
country that is still timidly emerging from a long history of sexual oppression and
censorship. The bullying and harassment heaped on these small businesses evokes
the suppression and control practised by the traditional Catholic hegemony over the
Irish people, and before them the British yolk. Part of the problem seems to be a lack
of debate on the issue. A climate needs to emerge in which the sex industry can be
discussed and reviewed openly. A climate in which sexuality moves from a
shameful topic, whispered about in confessionals or bayed by half mad
gingers from religious megaphones on O'Connell street, to a casually
and honestly discussed part of mainstream Irish life.
The sex shops are taking advice on a joint legal pursuit,
although the legal costs of fighting the raids might amount to
10,000 euro. Raids on the sex shops on the North side circuit are
expected to occur soon.
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EDUPLEASUREtm for all the family at
Dublin's newest tourist attraction...

Balbriggan Interpretive
Meat Centre
* Experience the 3D thrill ride of a life time 'from farm to market'
- gasp as state of the art misters douse you in meaty juices
- an unforgettable meatsperience
* Try your luck at our carnival games
- lamb to the slaughter - can you bolt the brain first time?
- pig snout make out
* Meat petting zoo
* BYOM mincing counter
* Exclusive meat fashions - gowns, crowns and undergarments
* Live show - offal on ice - watch meat dance!

DIRECTIONS
DRIVE TO
BALBRIGGAN, THEN
KEEP GOING, KEEP
GOING, ON A BIT,
THIRD LEFT, THEN
ABOUT A HUNDRED
YARDS AND WE’RE
THE SECOND

* The other other white meat - learn about controversial new Japanese meats
hitting the market

WAREHOUSE IN THE
YARD.

* Men of meat - meat the hunters, butchers and packers who bring you your dinner
* Free anaemia booklet - dire facts about a life without meat
* Sample delicious meat products you never knew existed
- Kellogs Pork flakes
- Lamb's liver jams
- Stork - the delicious fusion of swine and steer
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O’IRISH ROAD SAFE-ETTY
Literally millions of children are killed or mortally wounded on Ireland's roads each
year. Often, in a tragic twist of irony, by those who were once children themselves. A new
report by the Irish Society of the Prevention of Death, Cruelty and Other Such Misfortunes;
has recommended a wardrobe full of changes to reduce, reuse and recycle this harvest of
carnage. Speaking to an invited audience of journalists and other reporters, Irish Minister of
Improvements Timaous, Timás, Teimous O'Haulihan, Tim O'Sullivan, had this to say.
"Safety has always been a priority for this government, particularly the safety of
children. Specifically cute children. The kind of kids any one of us might like to imagine burping,
or reading a story to, or kissing away their little boo boos. Obviously we hope that unattractive
children survive too, but let’s face it, they're unlikely to get any prettier and if someone has to
die it might as well be them."
The ISFTPODCAOSM plan calls for the creation of a new body to consider the shape
and pattern of Irish roads, some of which are very bendy indeed. The report also recommends
a number of simple ways in which Irish road users can decrease fatalities, and beat the rap
should one occur.
Recommendations
1. Slow down as you pass drivers approaching from the opposite direction - roll down your
window and ask about hazards ahead. Don't be rude, trade a few plesantries about the wife,
job and weather. In time you may become friends.
2. Make your car as dull and unremarkable as possible. Children like sparkly things, and will
often crawl towards them when playing on the road.
3. If you do see a child approaching at speed, steer around it. Most collisions can be avoided
if the objects involved never strike one another.
4. Always ask yourself, is that an articulated lorry ahead? Or an enormous truck shaped child?
Either way, avoid.
5. At all times, know where your children are. This will help identify them in the event of a fatal
collision which rips off their face.
With a little luck, and a great deal of care, we can work to make Ireland's roads safe for our
children, our children's children, their children and perhaps even the children of our children's
children's children. Just so long as they’re pretty.
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TUBRiDY AGAIN CALLS

FOR

“CUTS iN CUNT CUTTiNG”
O’Irish talk show host Ryan Tubridy has begun a campaign to end
a centuries-old practice known as the 'cutting of the rose'. The
procedure - still performed today across North Africa and parts of
the Middle East - involves carefully safeguarding a little girl’s
chastity for her husband, and has few if any known side effects.
'This violence against woman must stop,' the zealot
said in a press conference last Tuesday, 'Female
Genital Mutilation is a cruel and barbaric form of
torture inflicted on helpless children.' The star went
on to describe widespread use of the safe and
culturally appropriate procedure as 'worse than
vivisection' and 'an ugly, tasteless and monstrous
tradition'.
We'll leave it for readers to judge whether Mr
Ryan Tubridy is merely misguided, or if in fact
this extra dimensional lizard TV man finds
thoughts of gaping girl gee tingling under his
terrifying fingers far too erotic to keep to
himself. The idea that women should enjoy
sex is disgusting, and clearly against God.
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A QUICK GLANCE AT DUBLINS FAVOURITE
DRINKING HOLES
MULLIGANS
Pithy hovel treasure trove for faces old.
Mulligans provides a warmly glimpse
into James Joyce's directory Ulysses,
where rich old mahogany and pointless
men sit to wonder how it all slipped
away.
Rating: Two Harps and a tug.
CAFÉ EN SEINE
As mentioned in James Joyce's Ulysses,
Kafka Ennui reveals itself to be an
overdressed French prostitute, teaming
with miserables and minor Irish
celebrities, drinking their minor drinks,
with their minor friends- avoid like the
plague from which you were birthed.
Rating: One green, whorish fairy.
REDS
Pederastic, nubilean Utopia of Ulysses
fame, written by James Joyce.
Rating: A counter full of shorts, neat and
vulnerable.
GROGANS
The well kicked Dearths and manikin
Hipsters frequent Grogan's with
insatiable simplicity. Referenced in
Derrida's Ulysses, Grogs is the kingdom
of the broken mods.
Rating: Three peanuts floating face
downward in an unfinished, unloved
pint.

THE PAV
Garish toss-fucks guzzling Bavvies,
grunting lavishly and conversing loudly
when one tries most ardently to hear
Johnny Giles. But you cannot hear him.
For you are outnumbered here, as
everywhere in Trinity, by the meat-heavy
witless mass. Wonderfully caricatured in
James Joyce's Ulysses
Rating: Fucks.
GOVINDA'S BAR AND GRILL
New pub and steakhouse located in
Smithfield for the ever popular Indian
restaurant. Govinda's Bar and Grill,
parodied at length in Lord Angus Joyce’s
Ulysses, has an enormous carvery of the
uncommon meats Cynomy and Gallic
Hen. Much chat about the gravies. Beer
is foamy and alcoholic.
Rating: Twice round the gooseberry
bush, bound to be a favourite of that
crowd over theres.
DOYLES
If you come here, even if it is because it
figures heavily in James Joyce's Ulysses,
is will extinguish your remaining
vestments of self love. Believing you can
make a heaven of this hell, you will kiss
that monstrous friend on the ballroom
floor, the land of the damned. Never talk
to her again. Sobz.
Rating: Inevitable, you will, yes you will,
yes.
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cafe reviews

"There is much a man can live without. Shelter, friends, dignity. But, of the few true necessities, tea
is the greatest." Henry David Thoreau, Walden and Civil Disobedience.
Here in Trinity College Dublin this yearning is sated in the various canteens in which you will find
a self service area with a boiler, a stack of white mugs and a basket of tea bags. Most people
pocket the tea bag, putting water in the mug- there by saving themselves the massive 70 cent the
college catering charge for a tea bag- via the mechanism of theft. Piranha!, of course, would
never encourage you to do this. Instead bring your (superior) tea bags from home. Right. If you
are English or trying to sleep with someone, you may wish to go somewhere pleasant for tea.
If you are after something a bit more substantial, like a sandwich, it is hard not to recommend
making it at home. As with everything else in Ireland snack type food is cripplingly expensive. For
the same amount as a BLT in Dublin you buy a riverside property in Vienna. Indeed, the spectrum
of Dublin’s cafés are united by one central characteristic: they are all wildly overpriced.

STARBUCKS, Collage Green. Ok, so Starbucks is an
easy target, and we here in Piranha! are nothing
if not lazy, but to be honest far worse than any of
the horrible misdemeanours in Starbucks past are
their customers. “You know, I wouldn’t normally
come in here, their record of human rights abuses
in East Siam is disgusting, but I’ll have Grande
Soya-milk mintchocofrappiechinotte with no
cream and cinnamon sprinkles. You capitalist
pig.” Now whilst I’m all for people having a social
conscience, if you’ve decided somewhere is
reprehensible enough to fucking engage me in
conversation about it then you ought to be
firebombing the place sooner than you frequent
it. You twat, twat, twat.
NANNA RYAN'S KITCHEN, Meath Street. Serving up
resolutely homely fair for the exceedingly cheap
price of free Nanna Ryan is still going strong,
despite that stroke scare last year. You get strong
sweet tea, a sandwich made on batch loaf and a
strong dollop of Catholic guilt.
GRUEL, Dame Street. Over priced and populated
with tossers I’d cross a river of fire and piss to
avoid, but they do a very decent Roast in a Roll,
even if they are a little heavy handed with the
horseradish on occasion, and its a bit of a trek
from the Piranha Offices. It’s almost good enough
to make me like the place. But I don’t.

COCOBUSYFEET CAFÉ, South William Street. The very
best bacon and brie sandwich in Ireland is to be
found in Busyfeet, crispy streaky bacon, big slabs
of brie, sundried tomato paste and rocket all in
delicious fresh bread. But the coffees tastes like
its been put through the machine twice. So only
get the (expensive) sandwich. Not the (expensive)
coffee.
CAFÉ IRIE, Temple Bar. Horrible tasteless food
served by people who look like the victims of
sexual assault.

CORNUCOPIA, Wicklow Street. The same as Irie, but
with a fat fug of farts and smug, a particular mix
that can only be caused by vegetarian food. And
not nice vegetarian food, but that horrible “we
cleanse ourselves by how disgusting our food is”
vegetarian food. Insufferable. If you know anyone
who is a regular there, tell them they are a
shitbag and never talk to them again, it’ll save
you a lot of time and fury. The waitresses have
the same haunted look in their eyes as Café Irie’s,
and they flinch when you stroke them.

SIMON'S PLACE, George St Arcade. Full of beautiful
Spanish women, Simon's Place is the place for
clefts and the mentally ill to hang out. Tea is
cheap, sandwiches expensive and soup horrid.
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Diary of a Dublin Sex Man
Monday
Did shopping, McCain Oven Fries are up sixty seven cents. Probably because of the name. I don't like
to complain, but that is blatantly outrageous, especially considering the recession. Stood at customer
service desk for seven minutes, but no one came.
Tuesday
Brought brochure home with lots of lovely photographs of Malaga. Niamh said we couldn't afford it,
what with the slump-prime crisis and all, and that it would have to be the mobile home in Kells again
this year. Suggested to Niamh that she tie me to the symbian with the new nylon ropes we bought off
Colin in Condom World, but she had to pick up Deirdre and Andrew from piano practise.
Wednesday
Took over from Aonghus in the Bon Secours today. He's away at a pigeon fanciers convention in Boise
in America for two weeks, so I'll be spinning the vinyls for two major Dublin hospitals instead of one!
The Bon Secours is a fair bit posher than the Rotunda, so I played mostly the classics this morning. Right
of Spring, Hanging on the Telephone, Thong Song... Only kidding about the Sisqo! Niamh had a date
with Eoghan Flanagan who runs the leather night in Parnell Moonies; so I went a bit mad with the old
credit card and got a blu-ray and a biryani. Side Note: Bruce Willis's head is a funny shape in HD.
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Thursday
Passed a hearse on the M50. Made me think of me mam and growing older. Kids away on scouting
trip tomorrow till Sunday at two. Fun fun fun for Mammy and Daddy!
Friday 4PM
Played Born To Run by The Boss in the Bon Secours. Had a complaint from handicapped man. Must
be more sensitive. Speaking of sensitive... Bought lubricant, new latex butt plug, ball gag (to replace
the dog chewed one), and lovely film for tonight, so excited!
Friday 2AM
Got kids off to scout camp by six. Andrew was crying a bit, but Deirdre
promised to look after him. Did large plate of Marks and Sparks Home
Cooked Indian Treats for guests - v.dear, but Alan and Alan took us to
Wagamamas last time, so fairs fair. Moire arrived and immediately
wanted to put on her fursuit. No one else is into that, but Niamh
said to put her in the little room and sit her down in front of a
dirty film with a can. Alan and Alan brought their friend Petra
who has a lovely chest, but a bit of a hairy lip. I squeezed
myself into my PVC nurses outfit with the woman face,
and cropped Petra's gee and arse while she noshed off
old Alan. Everyone had a bit of a break for Bacon Bites
and Indian Treats, then I laid down a tarp and albino Alan had
a wee on Niamh. Alan wanted to do a Cleavland Steamer, but
Niamh drew the line considering the Indian, so he just used the
upstairs loo instead.
Saturday
Picked new kitty up from the animal shelter as a surprise for the
kidlers. Back is killing me from vinyl related strain. Wrote letter
of complain to BCI about offensive sirloin commercial on Today
FM. Some people are sick.
Sunday
Kids home. Monthly STI tests. Niamh has chlamydia again. Boo!
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Piranha!’s Guide To...

ANAL SEX

S

o, you've been dating your insignificant other for a few months, somebody's
birthday's approaching and anal is on the table. What do you mean it's a one
night thing and she's up for it? Anal sex is not to be trifled with. Done right
it can be sublime and incredibly intense for both parties. Unfortunately chances are, if you've done it before, you did it poorly. Done wrong - quickly
and without adequate preparation, particularly when alcohol is involved, it can result in
agonising pain, the vile sector of santorum, or even an anal fissure - a slow healing internal
wound that will make wearing your bottom a cruel obligation.
But there's no need to fear, with Piranah's guide to informed, ecstatic anal, you'll be up in
that booty in no time, wondering why it took you both so long.

STEP ONE - A

NAL

PLAY

Over a period of weeks you'll want to prepare for your inital anal experience with your
partner. Anal play is important - both as a form of foreplay to ensure you're both into the
experience, and to prepare the fuckee's behind for the fuckers cock. No amount of
anal play is too much preparation - it should be as far as you go at least the
first few dozen times you experiement in this area. You can begin experimenting intially with fingers and tongues, and move on in later session to
small flexible latex dildos or vibrators. Start playing around the sensitive
nerve endings surrounding your butt, and move on to in-ass play in later
sessions. Use lots of a good water based lubricant and go slowly. Anal play should be hella
fun for both parties. You may want to try a variety of lubraicants before finding one that has
the right balance of slippy (yum), sticky (yuck) and taste for you.

Step Two

-

ENEMAS

This step isn't strictly necessary, but is rather, highly advised - especially for first time anal.
Preparing for the act itself using an enema or douche will avoid messy accidents and make
your or your partners butt a prettier place to be. An enema bag resembles a hot water bottle,
and is designed to squeeze warm water into your rump. Most bags come complete with a
tube and a variety of nozzle attachments. You'll want to use distilled water, available from
most chemists - not tap water or any included solution (especially not saline, which can be
drying, not good for anal) to fill your bag.
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(Step 2 Continued)

Enema bags come in a variety of quartages (1 imperial quart is just over a metric litre).
Enema kits can be purchased in most chemists (in the laxative area or behind the counter)
or from regular online stores like Amazon. A bag size between half and one quart should do
unless you have an enormous arse cavity.
How to Use - Wait an hour after eating. Boil (then cool to luke warm) your distilled water,
pour it into your enema bottle. Lying on your back, squeeze the nozzle in and release the
fluid slowly. Remove the nozel. Hold the fluid until your feel the need to go to the bathroom.
You may experience mild cramps. Don't worry, this is normal. Wait thirty minutes to an hour
before engaging in anal sex.

Step Three

-

THE BIG DAY(S)

Make sure you're both on the same page. It's not big, clever or legal to
surprise someone with a dick in their arse. Engage in lots of finger foreplay - by this point
you should be able to painlessly double finger your partner. Make sure your partner is
relaxed. If she or he feels tight, do other things and come back to it. This is something you
want to do lots right? Don't rush it.
When you do both feel ready, use a condom and lashings of lovely lube. Even though you
should have had the all clear from your regular STI tests, lots of nasty bacteria live in the
colon, so always wear a condom. Do not double dip either partners or orifices - there's a
reason pornstars get infections. Remember thesimple rule, one condom, one hole. Although
if you're a boy girl coupe (or dykes with a strap on) you may want to have lots of lovely
vaginal sex first.
Enter your partner slowly, continue slowly, and for christ's sake if it hurts stop! If done right,
anal sex should never be painful. Your first time round you will probably not be able to go all
the way in. This is fine, you don't have to. Enjoy the brief experience of empathising with an
enormously well endowed man. Don't get all crazy excited and polax your poor lover. Be
gentle and patient. Your partner lying face down maybe a good position
initially, although doggy style (with your partner on hands and knees, use
pillows to ensure their comfort), will give you more visibility and
control.
FOR MORE INFORMATION check out 'the ultimate
Guide to Anal Sex for Women' by Tristan
Taormino and 'Anal Pleasure and health' by
Jack Morin. Also check out Dan Savages
excellent weekly column 'Savage Love' and his
podcast the 'Savage LoveCast', available at
the Stranger.com.
PLEASE EMAIL IN TO PIRANHA WITH YOUR SEX
QUESTIONS OR PROBLEMS, WE'LL PRINT SOLUTIONS
IN THE NEXT ISSUE AND ONLINE, AND THERE'LL BE A
PRIZE FOR THE MOST INTERESTING (TRUE) PROBLEM.
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C I T YA D S . i e
FROM YOUR FRONT GATE
TO YOUR BACK WALL

IF YOU
WANT IT WE GOT IT !
CITYADS MAGAZINE
and CITYADS.IE
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CONFESSiONS...

I am Guinevere to her Lancelot, my Arthur does not know
how true love is. I flopped down on the sofa, cushions and silk. Last week, Binky and I had flooded the
valley with champagne, all was sog. But still, our love was doomed. And so, be-feathered and jaded I slept
and dreamed of a time when I dressed in gowns of velvet. But too soon, I was ripped back to a land of heart
break, of Angel Delight, of SupaValue.
I laid down in the Graduate Memorial Building, upon one of the fat black couches within, to await my lady's
pleasure. I had a terrible thirst, and a dreadful hunger, and so sipped from my sheep's bone flask, and
shaved a little truffle unto a biscuit. Sated I arose, and cast my eye over the sorry spectacle about me. All
is lost in this world, I thought, suddenly swooning for my days in the Orient, armies of servants and armies
of soldiers, all ready to do my bidding. There is a great stillness and joy in the knowledge that a man is
yours to the soul. I do not regret my time in Cambodia one jot. My Lancelot never arrived so I slinked back
to my ignorant Arthur.
I am the Juliette to her Romeo, for truly she doth rule my heart. I am lost without her, and will be til she
is mine again. I stood all day, dressed carefully in grays and silks, just without the Arts Schools, resting my
heels gently on the lawn. A cloud passed over and I was suddenly terribly aware of man's mortality. Still,
I carefully await my darling, but she does not arrive. An afternoon spent carefully writing poetry in ones
mind is not misspent, but I would have rather been wooing m'darling Romeo.
I am Cleopatra, to her Anthony. I await on my throne for her to attend me, for her to conquer my heart.
Alas, I may as well have bathed in asp's milk. I despair, and wonder if Binky has returned.
I am Goliath to her David, she fires love like stones. I stand proud before her rooms, my bronze armor
burnishing in the sun, ready for the fatal slingshot. It never arrives. Night comes, and my mind clouds over.
Our love is complete, but I cannot see her. I am escorted home by the porters, to Bovril and bed.
I am alone in this world, for there can never be love. I am Tina Turner to her Ike, she
doth abuse me so. Again I await her pleasure, singing my heart out, outside her
window in New Square, so that she might sleep better, when who other than my
erstwhile Arthur did appear at the window. In that instant I knew my heart
shattered. I don't need another hero. I am alone.
I am PETA to her mink farm, for she is cruel for pleasures sake. No Venus
in Furs am I, I splash gasoline through her door. I stand, alone and
sated, watching the great candle of my passion illuminate the
night. The porters arrive and offer compliments, a place to
stay. Their apartments are sparse, the floor stone. I lie awake
day dreaming of the beautiful flower I lit.
I am Annie Wilkes to his Paul Sheldon. Again, my heart swoons. He
is all my eyes can see. He came to me whilst I was cleansing myself,
soaping my back and capturing my heart. I swoon unto a chaise
longue, ruffling pillows, and slip into fancies of France and Italy,
of the Grand Tour Binky and I under took. A porter informs
me my stay will be considerable. I do not mind. You find
love in the oddest of places. I am complete. He can never
leave me.

BEAUTIFUL ANON
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